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Telecommunications in.Rural America

July 8, 1986

by PUblic Service Satellite Consortium

Abstract

The disproportionate shortage of health, education and other public

services in Tural areas is, a national coricern. In his State of the Onion

Message, sent to Congress in January 1979, Pres:Went Carter emphasiied the

need to address the pressing problems Of rural America. In his message,

ihe President pledged to help rdi'al Americans to.:

overcome fhe problems of isolation;

promote economic development;

meet basic'human'needs;

protect the quality of rural life;

sassure equity irt the administration of Federal programs

for which rural Americans are el.i.gible;: and'

build a more eTfective partnership among Federal, State

and local governments and the private sector in meeting

locally defined rural,development priorities.

Telecommunication technology is now being applied ona regular basis

to better serve the information *weds of people'in the fields of enter-

tainment, education, health,-government, business and industry. The impact

'has also been felt by speclal populations: the aged, the handicapped, the

gifted, the linguistically different, the migrants and the veterans. Inject

a rural element, however, and the needs and problems are coMpounded while

services diminish.

It is unlikely that telecommunications will bp utilized extensively in

rural America in,the abspnce'of fundamental organizatiortal changes. Use

of appropriate labor-saving technology probably would result in productivity

gains, but first there must be coordinated planning and agreement on the

basic objectives which are to be addressed in the public service.

New alternative§ for better serving rural communities must be sought.

Only through increased .use of telecommunication§ can equal opportunity be

extended to all Americans on an economical basis. The national commitment

must be met. Platitudes and good intentions no longer suffice. Innovative

Ways to resolve the critical issues impacting on rural America must be

pursued. The need to upgrade programs and services in rural commrnities is

rapidly moving tdiard a critical juncture.. A rural telecommunication_

network could be the equalizer.
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Introduction

The deca4 uf.the seventies Ivitness'ed technological advances in the

'U.S. which vastly increased productivity in almost every area of human

endeavor. The momentum for Change was felt throughout but a void remains

in rural America. RuraA communities, even these with new found prosperity,

continue to be technologiCally undernourished.

Ihe late Peter Goldmark envisioned the creation of a "wired,nationi!

by 1980 that would bring urban centered events to rural America. Mr.

Goldmark visualized satelliXe transmission of health, educational, business

communications ahd other information services that would revolutionize

rural Amerida. It hasn't happened.

Few argue that new technologies in telecommunications offer signi-

ficant possibilities for improving the living conditions of rural
.

Americans. These technologies,have the potential not only.for providing

rural households with more entertainment and publ.iccaffairs programs,

but also for-alleviating some of the vriods problems inherent in the

delivery of education and health services to rural communities.

In Alasim,'for example, it has been demonstrated that in-emergency

situations, paraprofessionals can use telecommunications or obtaining

guidance from physicians--guidance which would otherwise not be available.

One radio physician team can conSult" and direct asii.1°any as 50 para-

progessionals, each of whom could oversee separate villages of 100 to

200 people.

Advanced education and health-related technologies are In,the early

stages of development. The emphasis,continues to be.on demonstration,

and as a result has not been available to the public on a general basis.

In fact, most rural communities including those in Alaska have never been

exposed to hew adVances in telecommunications in any significant sense .

(significant defined as continuing operational services).

In 'most cases where efforts have been made to improve services to

rural areas using.telecommunications, a government agency has footed the

4
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IntroauctfonP . .

bill. Low population density has made the development of telecommunications

ih rural areas relatively'unattracti ve to profit-oriented firms.

Excluding, for a moment, consideration of rural America, the use of

communication sateflites for delivery of programs and services is very

much a'reality. The $50 bil1in plus investment in the space program

is'now being applied on a regular basis to better serve the information

rieeds of people in the fields of entertainment, educaiion, health, goiern-

ment, ;business and industry. The impact has also been felt by special

populations: the aged, the handicapped, the gifted, the linguistically

different, the migrants and the veterans. Inject a rural element, however,

4and the needs and problems are compounded while services diminish.

When we speak of rural populations, we generally think ofcommunities

with populations under 2,000, based on census criteria.. However, any

. analysis of ruralness .11..:st include such factors asslimited accessi-

bility to conventional modes of transportation tO.population centers

and limited accessibility to communications systems.

Television injural areas is a good example.' Though 98% of all

American households eeceive at least one television channel4 as many as

1.2 million rural households are outside the broadcast area's of conven-

tional TV. Those rural families who do eeceive television programming

overwhelmingly receive less than the urban share of channels. A large

majority of rural.households (14 million, 70%) receive three or fewer.

channels. By comparison, 65% of all.households, mostly in urban areAs,

receive five or more channels. OveraIl,'including service from translators

and cable, the typical hiral household receives 50%-60% of the television

signals received by'urban,households. Public televisions is usually what

rUral communitiesilon't receive.

Ironicallx, the low population densities and attendant social service

0
needs make the use of telecommunications in rural areas attractive, sarti-

cularly in the areas of education_ and health.. It's exciting to talk about,-

but difficult to implement. This situation is further complicated by the

exodus from Cities to rural areas. Since 1970, popula. tion growth has been

greater in rural areas than in urban Areas of the U.S.
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An interesting observation is that Imny designated rural areas are

in reality bedroom communities for a metropOlitan comMunity. In an,

attempt to escape the .light of the city; for a variety of reasons--bussing,

smog--families with means an* able to live in miral communities while 4

continuing to work in he,city. Although their property takes suppolt the

0iltral schools, this sudden influx has created a burden on existing'

facilities. It has also presented problems for the schools because the

Oemand for services that were available in the city are not available in

rural districs. The focus of this paper, however, will )Oe on rural

isolated communities not on bedroom communities designated as rural.

An important dimension of the increased4demand and,concomitant

burden on conmunitY facilities is.the fact that the median age of the

population in growing. rural communities-is almost two years less than"

'declining communities. Thus, more families with younger children (who

Will attend school for a longer pgriod of time) are moving into rural

areas.

l'arge numberi of families that have moved to the country

to get away from the city experience a different type of trauma in the

. transition and ultimately migrate back to suburbia. The rural poor do

not have this option.

Rurai TelecommuniCations Network

Why not a rural telecommunications network? In a very simplistic

sens a.rural 'satellite network would be feasible if the demand for a"

spe ific set of communication services was sufficient to induce a commercial

suilier to offer the proposed combination of services at the right price.

It es not require another feasibilitystudy to determine that in rural

areas, the demand cannot overshadow the price of development. Fewer

Voices coming from rural .America tranikate intobad potential market

surveys:

6
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' At the 'present time, no common carrier appeal's 'prepared to provide

comprehensive broadband service to rural America. The Bell System now .

serves 80% of the145. population and about 40% of the U.S. geography.

Some 1300 independent telephone companies serve'20% of the population and

about 60% of ihe geography. Rural America.is essentially served bya

.large number of small, indepehdent telephone companies, and in the,last

year the growth of cable systems with satelliteS earth stations have

created ari-ad hoc rural network,for certain program, services. Phenomenal

growth of teleCammunication systems--phone or TV--is.catalYzed by popu-

ation density because the modus operandi, motivated by'profit, js

subscription service. Telecommunications technology in a dense pof]ulation
, -

quite logically.promises mare income per capital-outlay.dollar. By

comparison, much more investment is needed to wire rural America, ind

the subscription potential is leSs.
.

a
For a broadband (essential1ly television) rural interconnection networ0

to be fe&sible, most entertainMenteand non-entertainment telecommunications

services considered.desirable by the rural comunity would have to be

conjointly packaged and packaged so most rural areas are attracted. (This

could mean a combinatOn bf program/information services as apropos to

rural Appalachia 'ás to the Northern Rockies--admittedly a difficult

package to conjoin.)

addition-to the service.package, thelegalities'of carriage must

be faced. Appropriate linkages must be established between the Bell

System, the company which becomes principal investoe in the rural inter-

connection network, and the independent telephone companies whidh now serve

most rural communities. Present regulations prohibit a single owner from

controlling both the cable TV franchise and the telephone company ih a.

community.

Many proponents of rural telecommunication development feel that .

federal regulations have been a barrier. For example, the FCC bart cross-

ownership of telephone and cable lines. This regulation is presently

underreview. Although waivers aee available in communities where competi-

tive provision of telephone and Cable television services is not feasible,

the FCC's case-by-case approach and waiver criteria may have discouraged
. ,

new develOpmept.,
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Constraints

Tile structure of the present system of public Seyvices fn rural

America, both economically and programmatically, may not be consistent

with the requirements of a rural telecommunications network. A classical

problem -- too much autonomy, fragmented decision making, piecemeal seiwices.

Implementation of a comprehensive information network may face organized

resistance and probably.will take years to accom lishT The problems_

encountered in fdcilitating change are inStitutional in nature. The

lack of a well.-developed 'organizational mechantsm to aecomplish meaningfql

change has no doubt impeded progress.

Programs and services in rural communities reflect pi:torities in

non-technical areas; e.g., housing, water, energy, jobs, roads. Although

telecommuriications technology could alleviate some of these problems, it

has not been seen as an important iiriority in its own right. Telecommuni-

cations must be interpreted as a tool to solve problems, not as another ,-

problem.

Although there is agreement that federal funds are available to

support rural telecommunidAtion, there are numerous problems that have

to beresolved before funding can mkterialize. Most federal monies are

funneled throuail state agencies arid then to local agencies. 'Funding

restrictions on capital outlays, duplication-of. efforts by different'

social service Agencies, and_the fickle nature' of federal .,inding 'patterns

perpetuates demonstrations anthstifles ongoping, dcatiribous-services,

f'Illose.who have worked in rural telecommunications recognize tne need to

Ghange attitudes of decision makers regarding technology. There is still

a feeling that telecominunication alternatives ale not yet viable possibil-

ities, other than for demonstration. There is a reluctance to invest in

hardware when people perceive the system:as experimental. There is A

feeling that innovation, per se, does not necessarily improve quality or

reduce costs. A. verygood case and tremendbus patience (I/ill-be-required.

tb aggregate The resources and requirements of the public service

comm nifty.
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Satellite CommunicatIons

Communication satellites would definieely 'play a critical role in

the creation of a rural telecommunications network. Satellite Communi-:

cation has several characteristics that make it very attractive to organi-

zations which are concerned with health Care, education, library service,

public safety, busineSs and industry. These advantages*are most apparent

when the organization is attempting to deliver services over,large,

sparsely populated areas, where distance-insensitive satellite service is

a significant factor.

Satellite s'stems are also flexible. New polnts can be added to a '

network by installing an arth station, without regard to the difficulties

of distance and terrain which plague the installation of terrestrial sYstemsf

ThiS feature is particulvly important'in rural areas. The availabilitY

of smaller, simpler and less expensive earth stations, make this-character-

istic ever more attractive today.

Satellite carriers ployide more flexible interconnection-arrangements

to owners of rocal broadband nefWorks than terrestrial carriers. The

advent of Cable Net II, hotel networks and.other detlicated distribution

systems offer the client in the population center a number of attraCtive

alternatives. Broadly speaking, satellite carriers offer "bandwidth in

bulk,!' while terrestflal(carriers offer individual-services.

Certain public services are not desired or required because people

are not aware or because it has not.been feasible to provigle such services.

Freed Ontrollwas-demanded as soon as rieople figured out how to do it.

Broadcast news became a public requirement as sobn as radio made it -

possible. Because of space technology, wehmie tIvcommunications capability

to addrees a number of problem aeasspreviously unattended: disaster

relief, search and rescue, navigation, cargo tracking, monitoring of water

supplies or forest fire conditions, and emergency medical service.

Solutions exist and services are possible, but only public demand will

stimulate the inertia_to generate change.
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Every satellite system in existence has been formed.around an organi-
,e'N

zational and'financial backbone. The Intelsat system was able to expand

quickly during the mid-1960's'becailse NASA required reliable communications

to support the Apollo mis"sions. The domestic 'systems in the Soviet Union,

Canada, and Indonesia were built to serve a defined jovernment market for

communications. fhe Marisat system was made possible due to themearly

support of the U.S. Navy: Closer to home, no one will argue that the

Publit Television Satellite System established WESTAR. Similarly the

RCA/SATCOM network would still be in the red today without the cable

system connection.

Advocates of a rural satellite network argue that subsidization is

needed to establish the system but.that recurring revenue from operational

services wouletrealize a self supporting enterprise.

Rural'Education

Rueal education is particularly amenable to the use of telecommuni-

cations technology prjmbrily because of the inaccessibility and inequality

which characterize the conventional,gducaiion in rural America. Rural

areas, by the very nature of their geographic isolation, have-unioue

educational needs.

The Office of Technology Assessment study on "The Feasibility and

Value of Broadband Communications in Rural Areas," found the two major

factors influencing quality and access to education in rural areas are

economic characteristics of the community and organizational structure

of educational systems. The importance of economic characteristics lies

in the fact that major financial support for education comes from the

lock' community. Approximately half of all funds supporting public'

elementary and secondary education are-obtained from local sources.

State.governments contribute an average of 42% and the balance comes from

the Federal Government.

Although it varies from state to state, the Federal Government
_

contributes onlysa small ith6unt-(roughly10%) ofsupport for_education.

t

4

10
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Rural Education. .

Equal educational opportunities,cannot be guaranteed for poverty areas wlien

the federal contribution provides only 10% of an already shrinking

eduCational budget.

Reveng for local school -systems in nomnetropolitan areas is financed

primarily by property taxes.`' However, 60% of the nation's substandard

housing is in rural areas'where only 20% of the federal housing assis.-
8

tance dollars are channeled. The disparity is obvious. There is a

limited tax base tb generate local economic supportsof rural educational

systems. In atItion, r ural communities have a lower.per capita income

and a higher incidence of poverty than metropolitan areas.

Certification issues.can also restrict the ase of telecommunication

systems. Funding patterns perpetuate the traditional classroom unit

which requires a certified person in each classroom to comply with funding

regulations. Education is labor intensive -- more so in rural schools.

Although telecommunications can help to alleviate the problem, it'sa

delicate issue. With cost containment becoming A major factor,in our.,

schoo7s, something must be displaced to accommodate use of telecommuni-

cations as an alternative. The biggest line item in any school is

personnel. A,594 line item transfer of funds may not.significantly affect

a largeischool district, but it can be devastating to a small school

district. Similarly, 5% of a large school district's budget is theereti-

cally enough to acquire just about any new tft,chnology, but 5% of an already

limited budget won't buy much in a small rural school.

It is not uncommon for school districts to alldPate 80% or more of

their budget to salaries; and, because the'total budget is relatively small

in Ast rural districts, teachers often receive proPortionately lower

salaries. _This, then, leaves 20% of the budget for all remaining expendi-

tur?s, including facilities, equipment, programs and curriculum materials.

Without subsidization, additional capital outlay for aaanced technology is

virtually impossible.
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Educational Administration.

Education has undergone profound internal alterations in ihe last

decade.. The impact on school administrators(has been significant. Wiin

all the changes in society today, many of which intimately :involve public

education, schcoi administrators are*being confronted with a multitude

of prOlems. ,

The mist troubTgscime issues include enrollment:shifts, a surplus of _

teaChers,'or,inabIlity to att4ct teacher:sincredsing specialization,

civil rights, collective bargaiding, accountabilityt discipline prAlems,',
t

desegregation, energy conservation, and new funding patterns. Perhaps thp.

issue.,that is most familiar to the traditionael administratoris parental.

concern .,for quality education The "back to bisics"*movement is altloo,
, ,

1

.0

familiar to the school. administrator. .

Arschool administratOr, particularly in a rural school, neads improved

access to iriformation% An occasional workshop for administrators is'

inadequate. The answer may be found We rural telecommunicafion network-.
. -

Such a system.could provide relevant, up-to-date, and economical infor-'
.

mation to rural schdol administrators'. .
,

A rural telecOmmunication network with interactive computer capabilities

could be used to monitor student progress and give options for 'further study.

The rural information ngtwork..could be used to.reduce administrative paper..--.

work. School administrattrsare burdened with reporting informationto

state and federal agencievon a variety olf subjects: student and teacher

personnel data, attendance data, and finencial reports. While a centra-'

lized.computer storage arid retrieval facility norMally is availa6le to

large- school_systems,'the ruraleschool administrator still must operate

a paper-pencil-mati delivery mode.

A. rural telecommunication network could be used to facilitate'communi-

cations between state agencies and scflool personnel. State agency planning

and school service pe'rsonnel deed to ummanicate.frequently With sChool

personnel, counselors, admimistrators, school boards, Citizen accouqta-

bility committeg, and teachers. The wideband distribution capability of

satellite systems also Offers an economical alternative to travel. State

.
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and regional educational agenties could more readily interact with rural

schools on topical issues, trends, and'concerns.

Mi9rant Education

Rural schools are a'so plagued by the mitigating problems associated

with migrant populations. Approximately 1.4 million people in the United

States are migrant workers; that is, agricultural laborers who move to

find work wherever there is a seasonal demand. These migrants include

Chicanos, Blacks, Indians, Puerto Ricans, and Anglos. They move in three

broad streams from Florida, Texas, and California through forty-seven

states.

Predictions on the future magnitude of the "migrant problem" vary.

At first glance, the migrant population appears to be decreasing as a

resUlt of the increased use of agricultural machines and the reduced need

for field labor. A oloser inspection, however,, reveals that the migrant

population is growing because single male,workers are being replaced by

entire families. It is unlikely that this population will.decline for

at least ten to fifteen years.

The problems and needs of migrant workers and their families probably

have not increased in recent years, but the nation's concern for them has.

The emergence of migrant spokesmen, a heightening consciousness of civil

rights,*and the publicity given to these issues, have all contributed to

growing political pressures for programs to better serve migrant families.

The primary needs are common to all states with sizable migrant popula-
. . .4

tions:, adequate housing, basic health anp altritional services, appropriate

eduCational opportunites,,informatiOn.regarding employMent standards, and

assiitance.* Although most states allocate resources to meet "primary"

needsr funds are e'ither unavailable or inadequate to address the educational

needs of migrant thildren.

Those states with a substantial migrant poulation, of course, cannot

overlook that group's special needs while otherservices are initiated,and

expanded. More,effective use of telecommunication technology would expand

and improve services and programs to the migrant. population. The need for
..

o.
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a relevant program plan, however, is a prerequisite. To date, excluding'

isolated attempts to utilize mediated instruction, there has been little

evidence of any concerted effort to apply labor anCI cost-saving technology

to the problems inherent in migrant education.

The Migrant Student Record Trabsfer System, an intersate system

located in Little Rock, Arkansas, computes'and analyzes information or)

the migrant population. The need for such a system is critical, since

there is evidence that migrant children have been re-innoculated or

re-tested because of a clinic's or school's inability to obtain updated

records. Record keeping -is a difficult p.oblem. The migrantlamily does

not usually announce its arrival or departure, creating an additional time

lag between arrival, identification of needs, and commencment of service

delivery. Immediate access to'a comprehensive data base could enhance

educational service delivery to migrant children by reducing duplication

in record keeping and by providing.continuity lo the curriculum. dEederal

assistance ts available but eligibility is essentially limited to local

and state education agepcies,, thus diminishing possible impact on inter-

state migrant requtrements.

Fragmentation of services and programs at the state and local level .

further compounds the problem. In most states,,it is unclear where

responsibility for migrant services lies. The taxpayers in general, and

employers in particular, are wary of providing additional services; which 4

will entail restrictive state and federal regulations. Except in .those

states wheremigrants,return after the harvesting season, the problem does

after all, disappear for much of 'the year,

In the lace'of these realities, relevant programs and services for

the 500,000 migrant children seeking an education are rare. The lives

of migrant children are commonly unstable, uprooted and chaotic; their

school attendance is likewise sporadic and inconsistent. Ninety percent

of these children never finish' high school and their average education

level is fourthor fifth grade.

14
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Migrant Education. .

The problem of providing services to migrant youngsters is national in

scope, interstatein nature, and rural in application. llitre is little

likelihood that the necessary programs will be adequately funded either

by the FederalAov,ernment or tki individual states. Migrants pose aft

unique and complicated problem because they generally, cross several state

boundaries. In addition, aCcurate data-on their numbers and travel patterns

are almost nonexistent. Intra'state workers -- those who.may travel substan-

tial distances but do notcross state lines -- may not be counted at all.

There is an obvious need for some mechanism to coordinate and aggregate

the existing resources, and in turn provide a better means of-service

delivery to migrant populations. Appropriate use of telecommunications

could dramatically upgrade the level of service'to migrant populations.

The same system could be utilized in 4 wide range of applications in

rural schools.

Special Education

It has been well documentea that individuals with mental or physical

handicaps are often excluded from schools and educational programs,

barred from eoployment, or are under-employed because of archaic attitudes

and laws, denied access to transportation, ,buildings, and housing because

of architectura) barriers and lack of planning, and discrimjnated against

by public laws. The American public, in general, is simply unfamiliar

with and often insensitive to difficulties which confront individuals with

handicaps. When by chance or circumstance the handicapped individual lives,

in rural America, the problems are magnified.

In the United States, there are an estimated seven million deaf, blind,

mentally retarded, speech impaired, motor impaired, emotionally aisturbed,

multiply handicapped, or other health impaired school-age children. In

addition, there are an estimated one miflion pre-school handicapped ,

children who require special education programs. These children represent

approximately 10% of the school-age population, and although the number

:of handicapped children receiving special education services has increas10,

only about 40% of these children are receiving an education wIlicheis

15
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SpeCial Education. .

designed to enable them to approach thejr maximum capacity. Additionally,

If there are an estiMated one mtllion handicapped children who are totally

denied access to a free public education. Further, there are an estimated

125,000 mentally retarded, emotionally disturbed, and.physically handt-

capped children who live in state institutions where most education

programs are inferior or nonexistent: The implications for the handicapped

in rural America are eyjdent.

Theoretically, any prOgram or service for.the handicapped available

in the cities could be adapted for use in rural schools. But new methods

for serving the educational needs of rural communities are needed. To

support any comprehensive instructional deliveryisystems there must be

an array of special seiices and programs. As teachers individualize

igtruction for pupils and as'tchools *vide more instructibpal service.

for individual pOils., there must be an effective system fodel ivery of

special informatiori and Materials to teachers and pupils. Services include

special transportation, special seats, electronic communications equipment

for..health and education, consultative services, instruction for home-

bound students when necessary, public information, etc. Access to

services and programs not readily available, or difficult to justify

because.of geographic constraints or low incidence, could be shared with

other communities through use of telecommunications.

Gifted Education

The rural isolated gifted child presents another unique problem.

Most schools capnot afford to single out one or two gifted children for

special help; there may not be enough gifted children in the whole school

to justify thei,extra time And expense of identification:let alone special

treatment. In addition, many rural teachers, because of their relative

isolation may not be aware of existing enrichment resources for the gifted'

and many schools interpret the symptoms of the thwarted gifted child as

behavioral disorders. ,1

16
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Gifted Education, . c.

Gifted.children demonstrate a. wide variety of exceptional talents, only

one of which tould be called "academic." ACademic talent is widely accepted

as a main characteristic of gifted children: Most tgachers are already

aware of, and to some extent prepared to cope with, the heightened intel-

lectual or academic, ability of some children. But what aboilt the highly

creative or artistic child who is visually oriented, or the child who is

performance oriented, who is physically expressive, or the child who has

exceptional spiritual or social perceptivity.?

Telecommunications can be the vehicle for enrichlnb the curriculum in

rural schools. A variety of enrichment programs'could be transmitted to

any participAng. school. The interested child could elect.to watch

selected programs, providing a way for schools to bypass the additional '

responsibility af devising a new curriculum. Teachers' in rural schools

admittedly over burdened would be relieved of the extra cpressure of -

developing special materlals for the one or t4..students who seek pecial

challenge. An interactive system would also enable a gifted student to

converse with expert9 in the special fields of study.

New alternatives for serving the educational needs of rural communities
=1,

must be sought. The national commitment,to equal educational opportunity

must_be_ met. _Platitudes and good intehtions no longer suffice. Innova-
.

tive ways to resolve the critical issues impacting on rural educatiOn must

be pursued. The need to upgrade educational programs, services, and

teacher training in rural communities is rapidly moving toward a critical

juncture. A rural telecommunication network could be the equalizer.

Public Television in Rural America

The need td extend public television service to geographically isolated

communities has been well-documented -in the past; however, service has not

been technically or economically
_

feasible. In 1978 the,,PSSC, under contract

to CPC, examined operational alternatives for extending or.improving public
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television service to rural communities.in Wyoming, Montana, and the

Appalachian.region. The study, "Public Television Service in Rural/.

America," was given impetus by recent developments in telecommunicatIons

technology.

'A very simple rationale: high-powered satellite sYstems and lower-

cost earth stations make it possible tb receive television programs

directly from the satellite in areas which are not servbd by existing

public television stations. The public televfsion satellite system

provides an opportunity, to initiate an operational scheme to extend

public television to rural America.

As part of the study, data was compiled on technical and financial

requirements for receiving public television using small earth stations

in conjunction with mini-transmitters, cable systems, and translators.

Community interest and.willingness to support publi teleyision were

also examined'.

Findings from the Study reinforced what was already known. Commercial'

television is now available in ;lost rural communities because of cable

and`antrs:lator'service. It may be poor or spotty, but it's there.
a

Pubi:c television, on the other hand, is still not available in most

areas of Montana and Wyoming. Public television in Appalachia is more

prevalent, however, the signal quality is poor in Many rural, isolated

communities.

The study was completed to fulfill the contract with CPB. PSSC,

however, was encouraged to proceed in developing an operational plan that

would facilitate extending public television to selected rural communities

in Wyoming and Montana. CPB committed funding forplanning activities.

The National Telecommunjcations and Information Administration's Public

Teleconnunications Facilfties Program made encouraging sounds about funding

equipment and facilities. Several other timely events provided additional

.impetus.

The public television satellite system, which interconnects the

nation's Oublic television stations Via Western Union's WESTAR satellite,
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became operational in 1978. The WESTAR signal covers all of the United

'*States -- all of it, including rural America. CoOributions from rural
\\

America-helped pay for this system.

The proliferation of-small earth stations and the de-regulation'of `\\N

licensing of receive only earth stations were other contributing factors.

Another significant event was the December 8, 1978 FCC decision that allows
AT

-
translators to receive an FM microwave signal -- or essen' tiallya satellite

signal. Previously this was not allowed. It was also recognized that--

Oroblens regarding program rights and distribution, as well as a tiumper

of regulatory problems which restrict public television distribution using

small earth stations, translators,-cable, and mini-transmitters would

need to be resolved.

A more fundamental issue-remained:dollars. There is now an expanded_

funding base to support telecommunications activities in,rural America.

The big plus could be the Public Telecommunications Facilities Program

(PTFP). The facilities program, transferred from'HEW to the National

Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA)'in the Department

of Commerce, provided fund for facilities and equipment for the extension

of public telecommunications setvices to as many citizens as possible.

Telecommunications services are defined as noncommercial educational and

cultural radio-and-televisith-prOgramihihb and related noncommercial instruc-

tionaT or informational materials.

Previously PTFP fdlids were earmarked exclusively for public radio and

television station activiation or eXpansion. The new regulations

provide greater latitude. It "permits for the first time Federal funding

for the nonbroadcast distribution of noncommerCial educational and cultural

radio and television programming and related noncommercial instructional

or information materials." It also "proVides that not less than 75% of

appropriated funds shall be available for the extension of public teie-

communications serliices to areas not presently recaiving such service."

Other agencies will now be eligible. A community translator association

is eligible; this ws not so before.

19
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More importantly; the number one priority for PTFP specifically

aAresse the needs of rural America. "Priority.I - ProviSion of- Tele-
.

communications Facilities for First Servite to a Geographic Area." Within

this first priority, three subcategories will be established: (a)

"Projects to establish telecommunications facilities Which include local

origination capacity." (b) "Projects to extend exfsting telecommunica-

tions delivery systems. .,(c) "Projects to establish telecommunications

delivery systems without local, origination capacit

In the spring of 'Z9, PSSC prepared and subm,i ed a proposal for PTFP

funds on behalf of 3 rural communities in Wyoming A d 7 in Montana. The

requested funds would be used to procure and install small earth stations
9

and the associated electronics to enable each of the communities to

recetve-and broadcast public television programs.

The plan-Was-for PSSC to assist'the communtties in acquiring,the

necessary equipment. The earth-station and mini-transmitter, however,

would be licensed inthe name of an appropriate-community agency.

Ownership of the equipment%would also be in the name of-a tommunity agency.

PSSC would prdvide the necessary-assistance to license and install the-----

equipment and, if needed, would provide subsequent maintenance support,

to the comilunity, under a separate contract.

The proposal process was cumbersome., 'The task required to complete

FCC forms to construct and litense the earth statlon and the translator

(min-transmitter) in each community was mammoth. There were over 500

pages of forms for each community. Such a requirement is enough to

discourage even the most enthusiastic of communities. When even copying

is a problem, it is unrealistic to expect a small rural community of a few

hundred people to complete the forms without:assistance. This has a direct

bearing on funding because without forms the bureaucracy does nOt function.

The proposals were submitted, reviewed and accepted conditionally.

However, a new problem was created by PTFP. The staff determined that

the grants could 'not be made unless a program service was identified and

approved. The applications had identified several programming sourceS,

such as individual licensees, regional netWorks and the Public Broadcasting

20
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Service basic feed. One station, KRMA in Denver, Colorado had agreed to

allow its broadcast schedule to be utilized. ,But, by solving the program

rights problem an economic problem, namely, the cost of a transponder

was created.

In the short term, until a rural program service could be established

on an individual .channel, the only available program service would be the'

PBS basic feed. The grants were denied in 1979 with assurances that

funding would be available subsequently if'the program access issue was

resolved. In early 1980 PSSC resubmitted the proposals on behalf of all

ten ruril areas. Concurrently PSSC petitioned PBS to allow unmanned small

earth stations to receive public televislon programs directly from the

IdESTAR satellite. The Distribution* alid Support Service committee reviewed

the request and directed the staff to study the implications further. The

,committee said it was concerned with efficiency,, localism and precedent

setting. To compound the PBS negative decision, FCC staff waffled and

all ten applications were in jeopardy once again. It was assumed that

.the problem of licen;ing mini-transmitters [tad been solved. Initially

FCC staff indicated there would be no difficulty licen5ing the low 4

powered mini-stations since a precedent had been established in Alaska.

Recently because o'f related licensing problems the FCC has refused to

rule on such applications pending an exact rule making about low powered

transmitters.. Consequently because PTFP cannot reserve funds, the proposals

were not approved.

Further study was not required, the implications were clear. Most

... rural communities do not receive public television. The ad hoc distribution

NN\N -system proposed.by PSSC could have alleviated the problem. There is no

sound explanation for the PBS or FCC decision. Estaplishing a precedent

is ot a valid reason. The inherent.problem surfaces when one probes the

polit s in public broadcasting. The initiative for this activity came

from CPB. They supported a study "Public Television in Rural AmeriCa in

1978. Subseq ently, fundng proposals and FCC applications for first time

public télevisio service were prepared and submitted. fi was not designed .'

as an experiment or'demonstration. It would be an operational service

though it would not be ideal system. Scheduling would present minor

21
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problems,, and momentarily losing the signal between programs could be

an aggravation; but the rural viewer has learned to cove with electronic

adversityand would accomodate. When a signal is available they will

b watch it. It is also reasonable to expect that §uch problems would be

alleviated as the service evolved. Unfortunately the bureaqcracy

prevailed and once again at the expense of rural America.

Conclusion

Ten small earth stations located in rural Montana and Wyoming cannot

be construed as a telecommunication.network. The experience, however, in

atiempting to solicit funds, acquire program rights and resolve regulatory

problems will have proven invaluable if and when a rural telecommunication

network is launched. (he experience also suggests additional study.

Certain "ques'iions need to be answered. What are the major fhciors whic4

wal influence implementation of a rural telecommunications network?

. What coAercial, imncommrc4al, an4 entertainment servioce, appear to bo

most amenable to aggregation in rural America? What options are available

to finance the network? What is the ability and willingness of rural

users to pay for services?

It is unlikely that telecommunications will be utilized extensively in

rural America in the absence of fundamental organizational changes. Use

of appropriate labor-saving technology probably would result in productivity

gains, but first there must be coordinated planning.and.agreement on the

basic objectives which are to be addressed in the public service.

Without diminishing the potential of telecommunications technology,

adoption by public agencies is a .slow process. ,When the setting is a rural

environment, the pace of progress is even slower. The organizational and

institutional'factors which constrain adoption of new technology are complex

but not insurmountable. Despite the inherent difficufties encountered in

facilitating change and adopting innovation, telecommunications holds real

promise for alleviating many of the problems, in rural America.

. 0
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